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import precice

# some initialization steps ... 

while participant.is_coupling_ongoing():

  dt = participant.get_max_time_step_size()

  q  = participant.read_data(dt)

  u  = solve_heat_equation(q)

  participant.write_data(u)

  participant.advance(dt)

u=N(q) q=D(u)
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Since preCICE v3, it is possible to sample non-constant boundary 

condi�ons from par�cipants.

Par��oned heat equa�on

Convergence study for the par��oned heat equa�on with the 3-stage 

Loba�oIIIC method (for different waveform degrees p)
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Tes�ng with mocked par�cipants

Plain language summary
To reduce the complexity of simula�ng mul�physics problems, one 

can follow a divide-and-conquer approach by dividing the problem 

into several smaller models and solving them instead with exis�ng 

so�ware. The so�ware library preCICE helps realize this approach. It 

is a coupling library trea�ng each solver as a black box to ensure that 

no compa�bility dependencies among coupling par�cipants exist. [1] 

With the help of �me interpola�on, preCICE can also maintain the 

convergence order of each solver. The par��oned heat equa�on is 

solved using different implicit Runge-Ku�a schemes in FEniCS to 

show this. To this end, an automated approach of defining the weak 

equa�on employing higher-order Runge-Ku�a schemes from 

Firedrake, a different FEM library [2] was adapted to FEniCS. As a 

more intricate example, a fluid-structure scenario is inves�gated. A 

solid, flexible, and fixed flap resides on the bo�om of a fluid-filled 

channel.

Automated Higher-Order Implicit

Time-Stepping Schemes in FEniCS 

Consider as an example the following third-order RadauIIA method:

and the heat equa�on's weak form:

# init rhs f1, f2

# init test functions v1, v2

# init trial functions k1, k2

# create array us of length 2

us[0] = u_n + 5/12 * dt * k1 - 1/12 * dt * k2

us[1] = u_n + 3/4 * dt * k1 - 1/4 * dt * k2

F = inner(k1, v1)*dx

F += inner(grad(us[0]), grad(v1))*dx 

F -= f1*v1*dx

F += inner(k2, v2)*dx 

F += inner(grad(us[1]), grad(v2))*dx

F -= f2*v2*dx

Following [2], the implementa�on of this approach looks for the 

example above as follows for Dirichlet boundaries [3]:


